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Asa on Film~

This will help us reach the 
largest audience

T.V. Feature



PRO
BL

EM;
SOLV

ED:

MAKE THE DOCTORS LESS 
INTIMIDATING & MORE ACCESSIBLE

• Break down your personal 
healthcare network which will 
be easy to understand
• Appointment breakdowns   
can provide answers to 
questions you were 
uncomfortable asking
• In-app scheduler
• Medication database with 
reviews + descriptions to see 
what medication will work 
best for you
• Doctor’s schedules available

YOUNG PEOPLE DON’T GO TO THE 
DOCTOR OFTEN ENOUGH!

• Some people don’t 
understand the 
healthcare system
• It can be embarrassing to 
talk about health issues
• Scheduling is difficult for 
young people due to fast 
paced, busy lifestyle
• Most people have little to 
no real knowledge of 
medications
• Its difficult to get an 
appointment on time



16-35 year old young people

Student / young professional 

A busy person 

A person new to the Savannah area / doesn’t know the area well

Isn’t familiar with the healthcare system

person afraid approaching doctors / doesn’t like call prefer text 

AUD
IEN
CE:



#APP
GO

ALS:

AUDIENCE 

Use the app as an easy and 
accessible way to find medi-
cal assistance
Use the app to make a 
personal healthcare 
network that is easy 
to understand

OURSELVES 

Figure out what the most 
important aspects are for 
young people looking for 
medical assistance.
Make the process of find-
ing a doctor, making an ap-
pointment, and what hap-
pens after the appointment 
less intimidating and more 
accessible.

Figure out what features are 
most important to add:
System that finds doctors by 
location and symptoms,
reviews and descriptions of 
medications and doctors 
In-app scheduler.



“Zocdoc is the beginning of a better 
healthcare experience for millions of 
patients every month. Find doctors 
you love, read real reviews, book 
appointments instantly, and more.”

ZocDoc is an app that allows the user 
to search their area for doctors.  It 
acts kind of like yelp for doctors.  A 
main user complaint is it only gives 
good results in high population areas.

FEATURES:
Neighborhood doctors in your 
insurance network
Appointment booking
Reviews
Appointment check in
Text reminders

COM
PE

TIT
ION:

ZOC
DOC



PROS

Convenient: allows users to 
make appointments without 
having to call the doctor’s 
office 
Easy to use: just put in your 
insurance card and location 
and the app finds the most 
appropriate doctor 
Reviews: Information about 
the doctor along with reviews 
from patients make it easy to 
choose a doctor

CONS 

Doctor Quality Complaints: 
Depending on the area, 
doctors using the app may 
not be quality Filtering Issues: 
the app will give incompatible 
doctors according to 
insurance 
System Issues: difficulty with 
booking correctly and app 
crashes 

COM
PE

TIT
ION:

ZOC
DOC



“Get Trusted Health Information. 
Whenever. Wherever. Check your 
symptoms, access drug & treatment 
information, get first aid essentials, 
and check local health listings on the 
go, from the most trusted brand in 
health information.”

WebMD is a popular site used for self 
diagnosis and medical recommen-
dation.  Though used by many, it has 
a reputation for fear mongering and 
not giving accurate facts.

FEATURES:
Symptom checker
Conditions
Drugs & Treatments
First Aid essentials
Pill identification tool
Local health listings

COM
PE

TIT
ION:

WEB MD



“Available when you are and without 
the hassle of the waiting room. 
Connect in minutes with board-
certified physicians & doctoral-level 
therapists over live video.”

Doctor on Demand is an app/site that 
allows the user to video chat with a 
doctor in place of a live doctors 
visit.  They also link with your 
pharmacy to send your medication 
to be filled.  Negative reviews say they 
push medication when its not needed.

FEATURES:
Video appointments
Schedule future video appointments
Medication pick up at location of 
your choice

COM
PE

TIT
ION

DOCTOR 
ON

DEMAND



“Access and manage your health 
information on-the-go with the mobile 
version of your Universal Health 
Record powered by FollowMyHealth. ”

FollowMyHealth is a straight forward 
health portal that works to keep you 
organized.

FEATURES:
Secure communication with care 
team
Schedule appointments
Lab results
Requesting prescription refills
Managing preferred pharmacy for re-
fills
Pay outstanding bills & view billing 
history

COM
PE

TIT
ION:

FOLLOW
MY

HEALTH



COM
PE

TIT
ION:

how 
we are 
different

We will not only focus 
on providing a 
platform for finding 
doctors and booking 
appointments, but also 
helping the user by 
aiding them with 
information and 
guiding them through  
their healthcare 
journey.

mission
statement

We aim to create a health-
care assistant platform that 
will not only allow patients 
to conveniently find doctors 
and book appointments, but 
give them the information 
they need to make the best 
choice for their personal 
healthcare plan.
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Doctor search
 Sort by symptom, location, and speciality

Doctor reviews and rating

Appointment Scheduler
  Able to link with your iphone calendar to show your asa  
  appointments alongside your other events

Refill prescription/connect to your pharmacy

Medication info (interaction with other substances), re-
views, and rating 

User profile collects health data from phone (period data, 
sleep, heart rate, weight)

Physician’s office can deliver test results to the app so you 
have your info in one area

Appointment breakdown that summarizes the visit

FE
AT
UR
ES:

WHAT 
MAKES 
ASA 
GREAT



Focus on being just doctor service (don’t give doc advice too much)

Lots white play with doctor symbol 

Friendly and approachable 

Calm and caring 

Informational but not too wordy or with too much jargon

We want to come off as friendly and approachable due to the often scary nature 
of medical environments and applications.We want to take our users needs 
seriously, but not intimidate or scare them. We are the bridge between the patient 
and the doctor, leading them in the right direction and allowing them to have a 
hold on their own health.  We are not acting as a doctor service or a replacement 
for a physician. Our app will be “run” by a friendly nurse avatar that the user can 
trust and treat like a friend.

VOI
CE:



Calming, familiar colors: like blues, pinks, and pastels 

Clean 

organized 

friendly

Our intention is to act as a nurse both visually through the 
asa avatar and through the actions of the app.  Asa wil help 
users navigate their personal healthcare network, but will 
never overstep this bound and act as a doctor.  Asa is there 
to bridge the gap between the patient and the doctor, not re-
place physicians.

SAY
IT
IN

STY
LE:



N for nurse 
Play with sound word 
Nurse Nora 
Nurse Netty 
Health Defined 
• Asa
• Bovie
• Elaine
• Florence
• Mabel
• Clara
Rayla

ASA
HEBREW
healer;
physician 

Call app Asa and refer to as 
Asa but when introduced call 
Nurse Asa
What Asa looks like 
Vector old nurse 

NA
ME
PL

AY:
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TH
ET

ICS:
THAT’S

A MOOD



FRE
SH

FAC
ED:

LOGO
PROTO
TYPES

asa

Asa Asa

AsaAsa
asa

asa

asa

asa

YOUR PERSONAL HEALTHCARE COMPANION

YOUR PERSONAL HEALTHCARE COMPANION

YOUR PERSONAL HEALTHCARE COMPANION

your personal healthcare companion

your personal healthcare companion



FRE
SH

FAC
ED:

FINAL
LOGO

a



VISUAL 
MASTERS &CREATIVE 

THINKERS

DESIGN REIMAGINED

CHESHIRE  •   GERMAN  •   COMINGS



UX Designers    x2

STAFF RENT

BUDGET
$139,980

TECH

6605 Abercorn St
Savannah, GA 

Principle & Sketch 

Computers

Adobe Suite

$650 rent/month x 8
$60 utilities/month x 8

$200 x 2 designers

$400 x 1 designers

$1,000 x 3 designers

$5,680

$3,800

$40,000

$13,500

$27,000

$10,000

$40,000

Graphic Designers  x1

Physician Advisors x2

Marketing Specialist x1

Developers    x2

UX Designers    x2

STAFF RENT
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TECH
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Principle & Sketch 

Computers

Adobe Suite
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$200 x 2 designers

$400 x 1 designers

$1,000 x 3 designers

$5,680

$3,800

$40,000

$13,500

$27,000

$10,000

$40,000

Graphic Designers  x1

Physician Advisors x2

Marketing Specialist x1

Developers    x2

30 days

Project 
briefing

Concept 
review

Compile 
doctors

Wireframes Low-fi review High-fi review Delivery/
presentation

Medical
 adviser helps 

develop 
content

30 days 30 days 30 days 30 days 30 days 30 days 30 days



CVS Pharmacy

INITAL INVESTORS

$30,000

$20,000

$25,000

$5,000

$8,000

Memorial Health Center

Savannah Psychiatry

Atlantic Counseling 
Services

Planned Parenthood

TOTAL 
INVESTMENTS

OUT OF 
POCKET COST

$88,000

$50,900
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HOW WILL ASA MAKE A PROFIT?

Asa charge’s doctors $250 per month 
to list. The amount of new patients be-
cause of the app makes this a smart 
investment for doctors. We expect to 
start with around 15 doctors listed the 
first month, with a total of $3750 from 
doctor listings. With this model and 
additional ad revenue, Asa will turn a 
profit within one year.

Q:

A:



Asa will bridge the gap between the patient and the doctor, 
demystifying the world of healthcare. The app will help patients 
take control of their health allowing them to search their area 
for doctors based on their symptoms and read reviews by real 
users; connect with their pharmacy to keep track of their meds 
and refills; search a medication database complete with info, 
user reviews, and a substance interaction checker; connect 
with physicians to deliver test results to the app; collects data 
from apple health; and show seasonal illnesses and outbreaks 
based on your area.

Users will have the benefit of having all their medical 
information in one easy to use app.  Asa is not acting 
as a doctor service or a replacement for a physician, 
rather a helpful, friendly guide that takes the stress 
and anxiety out of personal healthcare.

WHY
WE

CON
NECT:



AUD
IEN
CE:

• W
ants to take care of him

self, b
ut isn’t 

familia
r with any doctors in his area because 

• T
he patient port

al at his school’s clin
ic is 

confusing and doesn’t allo
w him

 to share his 

Tristan Fuller

Sequential Arts Student at SCAD
20 years old 
from grand rapids, mi

Goes to the doctor a few times a year. Wants to take care 
of himself but struggles to find a reliable doctor because he
is not native to the area.  His schedule is busy with school and 
work so its hard to find time to take care of himself. Settles on 
doctors he finds through a quick google search

Health Issues: just wants to keep up on his health
Healthcare Concerns: allergies, sexual health, common cold

What she wants in a healthcare app: access to reliable reviews about 
doctors from people like him as well as a way to fit his appointments 
into his schedule.  An easy way to view a history of his visits and any 
test results he may receive.



AUD
IEN
CE:

Courtney Gutierrez

Newly wed, Soon to be mother of 2
33 years old 
Just moved to Seattle, WA

Had an established healthcare system where she grew up
in New York- her doctors were in the same network and grew 
as she did. Courtney used to see her doctors regularly but now that 
shes moved accross the country, she doesnt know how to find doctors
that she can trust.

Health Issues: Chrons Disease, 2nd pregnancy

What she wants in a healthcare app: to be able to see doctor reviews so 
she knows that shes getting the best care for her family.



AUD
IEN
CE:

Shani Genosar

Transfer industrial design student Ga tech
22 years old 
from atlanta, ga

Usually goes to the doctor once a month, for specific 
needs, doesn’t have a primary care doctor. finds her doctors 
through referral .

Health Issues: Ulcerative Colitis, light ashema, acid reflux
Healthcare Concerns: chiropractic, gastro intestinal, allergies 

What she wants in a healthcare app: to be able to price everything with 
insurance before booking an appointment, to get doctor ratings and 
and general information about the doctor’s building- if parking 
is available.



AUD
IEN
CE:

Shani Genosar
Transfer industrial design student Ga tech
22 years old 
from atlanta, ga

Shani’s User Journey

scenario

happy

sad
evaluation

Shani moves to 
Savannah for a 
Summer intern-
ship with Gulfst-
ream.  She has an 
apartment and 
her friend Jenna is 
there to show her 
around.

She has specfic medi-
cal needs and needs a 
gastroenterologist for 
her stay in Savannah. 
Jenna only ever uses 
her school’s clinic and 
has little knowledge of 
local doctors.

She google searches 
doctors, but can’t 
really find any real 
info on doctors.

She reluctantly 
chooses the doctor 
closest to her new 
apartment.

The doctor ends up 
being cold and un-
helpful.

When Shani gets 
home she trys to log 
onto her new doc-
tor’s patient portal, 
but the information 
is disorganized and 
unhelpful.

NEEDS:  easy access 
to information about 
doctors like location
and reviews.

NEEDS: reviews to 
warn patients of bad 
doctors

NEEDS: an easy to 
use interface that 
breakdowns the pa-
tient’s health in a way 
they can understand.



Asa in your own hands~

beautiful relationship.



Shani Genosar
Transfer industrial design student Ga tech
22 years old 
from atlanta, ga

Shani’s New User Journey

AUD
IEN
CE:

happy

sad

scenario

evaluation

Shani’s New User Journey

Shani moves to 
Savannah for a 
Summer intern-
ship with Gulfst-
ream.  She has an 
apartment and 
her friend Jenna is 
there to show her 
around.

She has specfic med-
ical needs and needs 
a gastroenterologist 
for her stay in Savan-
nah. Her friend Jenna 
suggests an app called 
Asa that she uses to 
manage her health and 
find doctors.

She registers on 
Asa and is im-
pressed at how 
thorough the app 
is when it comes to 
asking for her medi-
cal info.

She searches the 
area, choosing gas-
trointestinal doc-
tors within 5 miles 
and finds a doctor 
with 4.5 stars and 
good user reivews.

The doctor ends up 
being kind and help-
ful.  He tells Shani he’ll 
send test results and 
an appointment break-
down to Asa and she 
doesn’t have to worry 
about another new 
patient portal.

When Shani gets 
home she looks at 
her appointment 
breakdown and 
reads her doctors 
notes.  She gets a 
notification that her 
prescription is ready 
at her local CVS.
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Thankk    you!
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Albuterol Reviews:
“Albuterol Reviews & Ratings at Drugs.com.” Drugs.com, Drugs.com, 
www.drugs.com/comments/albuterol/.

Albuterol image:
“How to Use Ventolin (Albuterol (Salbutamol)): Dose 2mg and 4mg.” 
YouTube, YouTube, 11 Sept. 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9r_Snc-
4b2w.

Albuterol info:
“Albuterol Sulfate Inhalation : Uses, Side Effects, Interactions, Pictures, 
Warnings & Dosing.” WebMD, WebMD, www.webmd.com/drugs/2/
drug-4872-1697/albuterol-sulfate-inhalation/albuterol-salbu-
tamol-breath-activated-inhaler-oral/details.

Protein in Urine
NHS Kidney Health. www.nhs.uk/Livewell/Kidneyhealth/Documents/
protein in urine.pdf.

BMI
“Calculate Your BMI - Standard BMI Calculator.” National Heart Lung and 
Blood Institute, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, www.
nhlbi.nih.gov/health/educational/lose_wt/BMI/bmicalc.htm.

Center for Digestive and Liver Health
“Welcome to The Center for Digestive & Liver Health and The Endosco-
py Center!” Center For Digestive & Liver Health | Savannah, Pooler, GA, 
www.savannahgi.com/home.

Bilirubin

“Bilirubin in Urine: MedlinePlus Lab Test Information.” MedlinePlus, U.S. 
National Library of Medicine, 19 Dec. 2017, medlineplus.gov/labtests/
bilirubininurine.html.

Google Maps
Google Search, Google, www.google.com/maps/place/Savannah, GA/
data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x88fb75fc78f20659:0x4e0c6751036020bc?sa=X
&ved=0ahUKEwipisfBlJfbAhUNvlkKHdabDA4Q8gEIKDAA.

Dr Northrup
Gastroenterology. “Dr John Northrup.” U.S. News & World Report, 
U.S. News & World Report, health.usnews.com/doctors/john-north-

up-99947.

Dr Nicholas
Gastroenterology. “Costrini Nicholas.” U.S. News & World Report, U.S. 
News & World Report, health.usnews.com/doctors/nicholas-costri-
ni-431866.

Dr Tharpe
“Ansley S. Tharpe, M.D.” Gastroenterology Consultants of Savannah, 
www.gastrosav.com/doctors/ansley-s-tharpe-m-d/.
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Urine Culture Results
“Cheshire Test Results.” MyChart - Test Results, mychart.memorial-
health.com/mychart/inside.asp?mode=labs.
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in Their Phones.” Techybuzzz, 12 Feb. 2016, www.techybuzzz.
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